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Abstract 
India has been quite successful since her independence in developing her economy by leaps and bounds. It is third in terms of 

its Purchasing Power Parity ($8.9 trillion) and 7th largest country by area. According to Trading Economics global macro models and 
analyst’s expectations, GDP per capita PPP of India is expected to reach 7500.00 USD by the end of 2021and around 8000.00 USD in 
2022.The increasing emphasis on the development of the IT sector and its applications has enabled the Indian economy to make its 
presence in the competitive map of IT and ITeS. The unemployment problem has however deprived the economy and the nation from 
the efficient use of its human capital. The entrepreneurial talents of the vast populated country have never been explored or tapped 
properly. This has also resulted into human flight and brain drain in the past. The Human flight and brain drain indicator considers the 
economic impact of human displacement (for economic or political reasons) and the consequences this may have on a country’s 
development. The higher the index, the greater the human displacement. The average value for India during that period was 6.07 index 
points with a minimum of 5.2 index points in 2014 and a maximum of 7.1 index points in 2007. The latest value from 2021 is 5.5 
index points. The Indian economy though developed but not to the extent of her counterpart countries. Even in terms of Global 
Competitiveness Index Report 2020, it moved down 10 places to rank 68th on an annual global competitiveness index, largely due to 
improvements witnessed by several other economies, while Singapore has replaced the US as the world's most competitive economy. 
India, which was ranked 58th in the annual Global Competitiveness Index compiled by Geneva-based World Economic Forum 
(WEF), is among the worst-performing BRICS nations along with Brazil (ranked even lower than India at 71st this year). The 
government of India’s Startup initiative, launched since 2015 had the intent towards creating an efficient, dynamic and innovative 
young class of entrepreneurs. The program did help the country in the creation of a technological savvy, intelligent entrepreneurs in 
making its mark in the global business at large. The rate however has been very low as compared to other countries like USA, China 
etc. The paper has analyzed the role of startups, its challenges and stressed upon the need for a revised follow-up macroeconomic 
framework for a more efficient result-oriented start-up venture. 
 
Keywords: Start-ups, Technology, Connectivity, Entrepreneurship, Competitiveness. 
 
I. Introduction 

The economy of any country is a product and the by-product of its macroeconomic frameworks adopted to achieve its 
specific macroeconomic goals. The performance of the Indian economy since her independence has been a mixed one with her more 
parasitic attitude with the public sector and ignoring the private sector. However, over the years, the business environment has tilted in 
favour of the private sector – a move towards capitalism. The macro policies of the government have adopted a different approach in 
developing the country by giving a boost to more innovative and dynamic environment. According to Professor Myles Bassell from 
Brooklyn College, there are 6 types of start-ups that exist; namely, Big Business Start-ups (Created to innovate) 2. Social 
Entrepreneurship Start-ups (Built to Make a Difference) 3. Buyable Start-ups (Created to be acquired.; Instagram purchased by 
Facebook) 4. Scalable Start-ups (Built to grow tremendously) 5. Small and Medium Sized Enterprise Start-ups (Created to meet the 
founder's needs) and 6. Lifestyle Start-ups (Built to work on what you love).  

 
The efforts of the government in terms of her start-ups campaigns, made in India, Digital India etc. has greatly helped the 

country to boost entrepreneurship. The start-up program launched by the government in 2015 has been however a dilemma in terms of 
its achievements. Some say it’s all hype – inexperienced entrepreneurs are reckless with money that doesn’t belong to them and then 
shrug off a failure as learning. Others call it a bubble: some it has burst; others maintain it will burst any time now. The truth lies 
somewhere in between. For the past decade, Indian start-ups have created an ecosystem that cannot be ignored. With 40,000 start-ups 
in the country – one certainly cannot ignore such a sector. Start-ups are using technology to come up with innovative solutions for 
India’s problems. When these solutions succeed in a market the size, scale and complexity of India, they can be duplicated in other 
large emerging markets too. There is also no dearth of Indian start-ups who command a solid client base outside the country. 

 
We are also fortunate to have the right talent, both home-grown and in the form of those returning after stints abroad. Our 

economy is growing at a healthy rate, faster than most others. We are consuming more than ever, which means our purchasing power 
is also improving. But more than anything is our self-belief in what we are doing, and in the fact that we will succeed. People will 
compare us to Silicon Valley and China – it’s like comparing apples and oranges. People will complain about how exits are few and 
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far between. Well, we are a complex and nuanced market and things are coming together. And yet there’s Flipkart – not a flash in the 
pan. Its acquisition by Walmart is a milestone. Angel investment is on the rise like never before. In the coming years, we are also 
likely seeing an increase in the amount of Indian money that finds its way into the funds that VCs are raising. The missing ingredient, 
is the participation from Indian corporates who are hesitant to take the risks with the new start-ups. 
 
II. Review of Literature 

The need for startups had been felt by the government of India in the early 19990s. It became a reality with the launching of 
its campaign in 2015. Since then, the startups have been a subject of debate among the policy makers, researcher’s academicians and 
the venture capitalists. There has been a lot of research on the efficacy of start-ups, its failures, case studies of its success stories and 
so on. Dr. Kadam in 2018 evaluated the start-ups in terms of its causes of its failures and had adopted a prescriptive approach for the 
success of the startups. Many researchers emphasized on different aspects of start-ups. A start-up ecosystem is formed by people 
involving an interactive model with innovative ideas at different geographical locations ratified/not ratified by the venture capitalists. 
The ecosystem for start-ups is dynamic. It has changed over time in terms of people, organizations and environments (Isenberg, 2011). 
The differences in the entrepreneurial culture have accounted for diversity in the start-ups across the world. Internal factors not only 
influence them but also regulate the operations. While some of the resource inputs are generally controlled by external processes like 
financial climate and market disruptions, the availability resources within the ecosystem is controlled by internal factors like people 
and organizations ability to contribute towards the ecosystem. Being proactive, motivated (Barba-Sánchez and Atienza-Sahuquillo, 
2017), open to innovation and taking risks (Akbar, Bortoluzzi & Tracogna, 2014) are considered to be key assets of an entrepreneur’s 
personality. In contrast to common belief, after closely watching over 100 startup companies in the past two decades, (Furr and 
Ahlstrom, 2011)) discovered that attributes such as passion, vision and determination more often lead to failure than to success. When 
entrepreneurs invest countless work hours, money and reputation into their project, passion and determination can easily become 
dogmatism, falling in love with one’s product and ignoring honest customer feedback is the reason why most startup fail (Furr & 
Ahlstrom, 2011). The policy measures should not only provide first aid to startups by alleviating the pressure caused by constrained 
cash flow, but also involve long-term measures embedded in and supported by the wider entrepreneurial ecosystem to ensure rapid 
recovery and growth ( (Kuckertz & Brandle, 2020). Start-ups are a risky venture, but needs to be properly monitored and supported 
with timely guidance in its initial stages by the government. 
 
III. Objectives of the Study  

a) To analyse the trends of Start-ups in India in specific and the world at large.  
b) To analyse the challenges faced by the start-up Companies  

 
III. Research Methodology 

This study is mainly based on the secondary data. These data are collected from various websites, journals, and newspaper 
articles. The study is descriptive and conceptual in nature. 
 
IV. Trends in the Start-ups 

Each and every year new ideas and innovations emerge with some establishing new business ventures with hopes of making 
a mark in the business world. However, many of these fails to sustain themselves even for four years. And this is a sad reality. At 

present, there are about 472 million entrepreneurs worldwide, and 
about 305 million total start-ups created in a year; 1.35 million 
businesses out of those start-ups are tech related. Also, there are 
3,173 companies that increased from 185 accelerator programs. 
When it comes to company exits, only 182 are reported to exit 
from the number of companies that accelerated. As per The 
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), there are about 300 
million people who are trying to start 150 million businesses 
worldwide. One-third of that number are to be launched, and there 
are about 50 million new businesses each year, which leads to 
137,000 start-ups made per day. With that significant figure, there 
are also an estimated 120,000 businesses that are terminated each 
day. That is a statistical data recorded in a global scope. 
Technology start-ups are thriving. Since 2007, the number of tech 
start-ups has increased by up to 47 percent. From 116,000 
establishments in 2007 to 171,000 in 2016, these start-ups are 
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tech-based. India is currently the home to 38,815 different Indian start-ups and there are also currently 5,694 investors that are 
currently active in the Asian country. The ecosystem in India is also said to be the third-largest in the world, with the country having 
created 38 unicorns as of January 2021. Fintech is poised to be the future torchbearer for the Indian start up ecosystem, taking over 
from the ecommerce sector. Further it should be noted that, approximately 27% of the total active investors in the Indian market are 
from the United States. The ecosystem has come a long way since 2014, going through the golden period of funding between 2015 
and 2017, after a couple of years of slow but mature growth, 2020 has been a year of decline. With the growing uncertainty regarding 
the surge of Covid-19 cases in India in the past month, the adoption of internet-based solutions in the country is expected to keep 
growing, and this will also improve the investor confidence in 2021 and perhaps beyond.  This can be best ascertained from the fact 
that so far in 2021, nine Indian start-ups have touched $1 Bn+ valuation as opposed to the six-year annual average (2015 to 2020) of 
six unicorns. At this pace, India is likely to see 100 unicorns by 2023, much earlier than the earlier projection of 2025. ` 

 
India may be faced with an uncertain economic environment after being ravaged by a deadly second wave of the COVID-19 

pandemic, but that hasn’t deterred global and domestic investors 
from ramping up the pace and quantum of their investments into the 
Indian start up ecosystem. According to January-May 2021 funding 
data analysed by Your Story Research, Indian start-up funding is on 
track for a record year. Start-up investments in the first five months 
of this year alone (January-May 2021) have already touched a record 
high for this period at $8.76 billion, That’s about 80 percent higher 
than the $4.85 billion raised in the first half of last year (January-June 
2020). The fierce increase in start-up funding activity has been driven 
largely by a surge in late-stage deals and a flurry of new unicorn 
additions -- a record 14 new start-ups valued at over $1 billion -- in 
just the first five months of 2021. Investors continued to bet on start-
ups that are benefitting from and are poised to grow significantly due 

to the pandemic-accelerated digitisation that is happening in the country. The Indian start up ecosystem saw over 328 early-stage 
deals, which made up more than two-thirds of the total 441 deals recorded in the first five months of 2021. Investors continued to 

remain bullish in early-stage start-ups, with investments into early 
stage deals nearly doubling to $903 million in Jan-May 2021 period 
from $536 million raised in the first half of 2020. Meanwhile, growth-
stage start-ups raked in around $1.2 billion in investments so far this 
year; that’s up slightly from $1.07 billion raised in the first half of last 
year. The business environment has been conducive for the growth of 
start-ups in India. But compared to the Chinese and the US markets it 
has been very marginal growth of the start-ups in India. The United 
States has been at the top (63,703) in the growth of start-ups across the 
globe. In fact, in one of the surveys, it was also found that 65% of the 
youths in US preferred to start their own ventures. Some of the latest 
trends in start-ups are in brief as follows: 
 
 

 
 7.1% of the start-ups in the world operate in the Fintech (Financial technology) industry followed by Life sciences and 

healthcare with 6.8%, Artificial intelligence with 5.0%, Gaming 4.7%, Adtech 3.3%, and Edtech with 2.8%. 
 The highest-valued private start up in the world is Byte dance from China ($75 billion) 
 Over 69% of start-up companies started as home businesses 
 Only 40% of start-ups are able to become profitable 
 Competition (19%) is the greatest challenge when starting a business 
 58% of start-ups have less than $25,000 at their disposal during the start-up phase 
 60% of entrepreneurs agree that AI is currently the most promising innovation technology 

 
V. Challenges to start-ups 

It’s a sad reality that most of the start-ups fail to deliver or become competitive within four years of its operations. The 
primary reason for these numbers is a lack of ability to offer a product for a target market. Many companies aren’t able to generate 
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interest in their products or services. Some companies also struggle with marketing. They don’t have the finances to do it right and 
present what they have to offer to the right segment of the public. Another reason for start-up failure is poor team organization. 
Companies are unable to develop a group of people that will work together effectively towards the same goals. Some of these 
challenges are briefly stated as follows. 

 
1. Volatility in investment 

Start-up funding is one of the crucial steps in laying the strong foundation of a business idea or an innovation. However, the 
volatile nature of investment in start-ups has resulted into poor performances of the start-ups. Self-financing entrepreneurs are now 
building a high-revenue portfolio to support their start-ups. A diverse start up portfolio should include safe pairs on forex trading 
markets, reliable stocks and shares expected to grow slowly, bonds, and real estate shares and sublets. 
 
2. Established competitors are going big on marketing 

The newly set up start-ups have been proving to be inefficient in terms of branding its products from the well-established 
start-ups. The high cost of marketing very often prevents them from diversifying their sale in terms of different markets. 

 
3. COVID-19 

Well sadly, we aren’t over with the harsh pandemic scenario yet. The situation in some APAC regions is still stiff and, in a 
world, where people are fighting for life, doing business and thinking about investments becomes cringey in itself. That’s why you see 
start up accelerators postponing their cohorts and various events getting cancelled, on top of that the entire start up ecosystem is being 
disrupted with lesser potential of cross-border investments and many other related issues. Also, time management amid the pandemic 
scenario has also become a stiff job, working from home isn’t a desired and comfortable career option anymore – making it 
immensely difficult for start-up businesses and SMEs to raise funding, garner partnerships, and even scale-up on bootstrapped level. 

 
4. Digitisation: In 2021, it is said that the start-ups who adopt to digitisation are likely to be successful. However, this is easier said 
than done for start-ups. They face barriers such as limited budget, lack of expertise on how to form a digital strategy, and so on. 
Consumers worldwide are spending most of their days on mobiles and laptops. Building Brand Discoverability with a functional and 
attractive website, and Mobile Apps has become a must to remain competitive today. So, every start up must work on creating its 
online presence. 

 
5. Planning: Perhaps the biggest challenge for the start-ups is the proper planning of its 
business to remain competitive. Without a clear vision and direction, the start-up can fail 
even before it starts. It is imperative for the success of your start up to set up the vision 
and plan out strategies and essentials which align with the vision. This means 
researching ideas, planning a business model, and monitoring its performance from time 
to time. A thorough business plan allows start-ups to determine their financial situation, 
the business roadmap, analyse competition, and conduct market research. 
 
 
 

 
6. Cash Flow Management: The improper management of the cash flow has been one of the important problems haunting the success 
of start-ups. Almost about 29% of the start-ups fail on account of running out of money and personal finances. 
 
7. Automation of Business Processes 

Customers today have high expectations out of the companies they engage with. Unlike big companies, start-ups are often 
lacking in human and financial capital. Although human errors are natural, it also gets in the way of start-ups trying to achieve an 
efficient and effective workplace. As a result, the business growth again comes to a halt due to a self-imposed ceiling. Software 
solutions can help start-ups streamline business operations by minimizing human error. Tedious tasks can be automated. They also 
boost employee productivity by automating repetitive tasks and creating data insights and reports to recognize areas of improvement. 
AI-based tools help the start-up increase its speed, quality, and efficiency all at once. Time and Team Management also play a 
significant role in the success of the start-ups. 
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V. Suggestions for the success of start-ups 
These days, it seems like everyone is hoping to become an entrepreneur and come up with “the next big thing”. Who can 

blame them? When successful, the benefits to owning a start-up are obvious: being your own boss, creating something from scratch, 
bringing value to the people around you and, of course, making a bit of coin along the way. Some of the recommendations for the 
success of the start-ups are as follows 

1. Right Team 
2. Never stop networking 
3. Learn your niche 
4. Financial Management 
5. Be flexible and be a market savvy 
6. collaborative environment. 
 
The start-ups program is really a perfect platform for the innovative and dynamic ideas which can be floated in the market to a 

real boost from the Angel Investors if it’s really good and result-oriented. Lots of factors go into the making of the start-ups, which if 
managed effectively from the scratch till its sustained success can go a long way in determining the growth of not only a vibrant class 
of entrepreneurs but can also significantly address to the ills of the economy such as unemployment, Brain drain etc. Though many 
start-ups have failed in its initial stages, but its recent success in terms of unicorns has proved to worth of its investment. A lot of 
homework is required to have a revised macroeconomic framework at a right place and a right time to make it a real success. India is 
still in its infancy stage of the progress and the performance of the start-ups. 
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